
USER MANUAL- OAKWORKS SHIELD

MODEL: 82611 Oakworks Shield

USE: Oakworks Shield is designed to create a minimum distance of 6 feet between 
service providers and clients during treatment. It can also be used to separate 
clients from one another in multi-station rooms.

The shield can be 
placed anywhere 
between you and the 
patient, maximizing the 
distance aerosols must 
travel between you

Centering yourself and the patient 
on the shield side to side, with your 
heads relatively low is the best.

Reach under the shield or position the 
body part outside of the shield.

The shield can be used between patients 
to minimize exposure to aerosols
and droplets. The shield is also easily 
moved when not needed.

Minimize the gap between the table and 
the shield by adjusting the height of the 
shield or the table.
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USER MANUAL- OAKWORKS SHIELD

DIRECTIONS: Position the film of the Oakworks Shield so that it creates a minimal 
gap with the bed surface, and the extended film sheet is centered to the working 
area.

To change the height of the film, loosen the locking knob on the lower roll support 
and position it at the desired height, then tighten the knob. Be sure to support the 
weight of the roll when loosening the knob to prevent it from dropping. 

Reposition the top cover so it is down against the top of the film roll.

To load a fresh sheet of film from the shield, first use the scissor to cut off the film 
sheet near the roll. Then remove the sheet from the clips and discard. Pull a new 
sheet from the roll and attach to the clips.

CLEANING AND DISINFECTION: Use a 10% sodium hypochlorite (bleach) 
solution or Recommended Disinfectants on all surfaces. Follow the directions on 
the disinfectant and wipe off excess. 

Recommended Disinfectants (Approved US Products): Protex, MadaCide, Accell
TB, Virox® (Customer to suggest disinfectants available in other countries. 
Oakworks must approve.) Note: Damage caused by unapproved substances will 
not be covered under the warranty.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: The Oakworks Shield is shipped partially 
assembled. You will need a mallet or hammer to assemble it.

1. Remove all parts from packaging and ensure all parts are included.

2. Place the unthreaded end of the lower pole into the hole in the center of the 
star base. Turn the assembly upside down and place the threaded end of the pole 
on the floor, protected by cardboard or other soft material. Hammer the bottom 
of the base to seat the pole into the base.

3. Turn the assembly right side up and thread the upper pole onto the lower pole.

4. Slide the lower roll support onto the pole and tighten the locking knob.

5. Slide one of the two roll holders onto the pole.

Base Lower 
Pole

Upper 
Pole Lower Roll 

Support

Roll 
Holders (2)

Top Cap

Scissors
Film
Roll
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS (continued):
6. Slide the film roll onto the pole and seat it onto the roll holder.

7. Slide the second roll holder onto the pole and seat it in the film roll.

8. Insert the rod into the top cap side hole. Slide the top cap onto the pole with 
the recessed side down, against the top of the film roll.

9. Place the scissors into the slot in the lower roll support.

REORDER FILM ROLLS: Order Part Number 82664
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